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AQUANAUTS COMPOSITE LIFE SUPPORT UMBILICALS-SEALAB III

Technical Report R-688

64-005

by

John J. Bayles and Douglas Taylor

ABSTRACT

The Naval Civil Engineering Laboratory (NCEL) awarded and
monitored several contracts for aquanaut composite life support umbilicals
and complementary equipment planned for use in the SEALAB III operation.
Safety certification testing of the contract items was performed at the con-
tractor's factories and at NCEL. The accepted items were observed in use
during SEALAB III aquanaut training sessions and were evaluated as to
their potential use in an actual operation. It became evident that there is
a need for improvement in the reliability and durability of aquanaut umbilicals.
Greater care in the handling and maintenance of life support equipments
would result in improved performance.
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INTRODUCTION

T is report summarizes the work performed under several NCEL

contracts for the fabrication of diver's life support umbilical cables, harnesses,
gas hose, and auxiliary fittings, which had been planned for use in SEALAB
I l. The contracts were as follows:

1. Contract N00600-67-C-1 180, Samuel Moore and Company,
Umbilical Cabling; and Contract N62399-67-C-0035, Electro Oceanics, Inc.,
Primary Umbilical Cable Connectors.

2. Contract N62399-69-C-0031, Samuel Moore and Company,
Primary Umbilical Cables with Electro Oceanics Connectors.

3. Contract N62399-69-C-0032, Samuel Moore and Company,
Primary Umbilical Cables with D. G. O'Brien Connectors.

4. Contract N62399-68-C-001 1, Samuel Moore and Company,
Secondary Umbilical Cables for SEALAB Il l; and Contract N62399-68-C-
0014, Electro Oceanics, Inc., Secondary Umbilical Cable Connectors for
SEALAB III.

The report includes descriptions of the umbilicals and associated
parts, their intended use, how they were tested, the net results of the tests,
and problems that developed in the field during use of the equipment in
SEALAB III diver training.

In the development of the equipment items, consideration was given
to minimization of toxicity hazards of all materials that had been planned for
introduction into the SEALAB III atmosphere, as required by the provisions
in Appendix A.

PRIMARY UMBILICALS

General Requirements

With the advent of advanced breathing-gas technology, making it
feasible for divers to conduct useful work at water depths far beyond the
capability of scuba or "hard hat" divers, parallel requirements arose for the
development of suitable equipments to maximize diver capabilities.



The older methods, wherein divers lived at normal atmosoheric
conditions and required pressurization and decompression time lor each deep
dive, became prohibitively costly as working depths increased. further, the
methods used were extremely inefficient considering effective diver bottom
time in relation to overall dive time. As dive depths increased, !he volume of
gas required by the diver, at standard conditions, also increased. NAt the deeper
reaches, the diver could not physically- carry a sufficient gas supply to provide
for significant bottom time. At these depths, breathing gas supp!ied through
an umbilical hose became imperative.

In the deeper water, where the ambient temperature is in the 40 to
50°F range, the divers use HeO 2 mixed breathing gas to prevent nitrogen
narcosis. Unfortunately, use of-this gas accelerates transfer of the diver's body
heat to the sea and the diver would soon succumb tof the environmental
exposure unless provided with supplementary heat. One means of providing
this heat to the diver is by conversion of electric power supplied by an
umbilical.

The necessity for improved communications is constantly demonstrated
in diving operations. This need can best be satisfied at present by an umbilical
wire or telephonic communication system.

Monitoring instrumentation that provides-both data for research and
a constant indication of the well-being of the diver is highly desirable and in
some cases an absolute necessity. When the diver- is utilizing a closed- or
semiclosed-circuit breathing apparatus, the oxygen partial pressure (p0 2 ) should
be monitored constantly by a sensor to prevent casualty in the event of oxygen
buildup or depletion.

The equipment concept proposed for the SEALAB III Man-in-the-Sea
program included use of diver's umb-5icals incorporating all of the above
mentioned capabilities. The aquanaut umbilicals were termed "composite
life support umbilicals."

Contracts N00600-67-C-1 180 and N62399-67-C-0035

The Officer in Charge, U.S. Navy Experimental Diving Unit (EDU),
Washington, D. C., entered a contract (N00600-67-C-1 180) with Samuel Moore
and Company, Mantua, Ohio, to obtain seventeen 200-foot and three 600-foot-
long composite umbilicals without electrical connectors. A separate contract
(N62399-67-C-0035) awarded by NCEL to Electro Oceanics, Inc. (EO),
Compton, California, provided for the installation of required electrical
connectors on the umbilical cables.
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Composite Umbilical Description

Cabling andGas Hose (Contract N00600-67-C-1 180) (EDU). Each
composite umbilical (Figure 1) ihcluded the following components:

1. A 174-inch-ID breathing-gas hose of flexible, nonhygroscopic
nylon, reinforced with a minimum of two Dacron braids, and
a pure extruded polyurethane sheath, with a minimum 12,000-
psi burst pressure rating. End fittings were 1/4-inch NPT of 316stainless steel.,

2. Conductors to provide power to diver heating devices and to the
diver's light. The 200-foot-long units had six conductorsand
the 600-foot-long units had ten conductors of 10-gage, 19-strand
copper,.polyvinyl chloride (PVC) insulated, rated for,600 volts
at 609C.

3. A composite cable group for diver communications composed of
two pairs:of 18-gage, 7-strand copper wires insulated with a 15-
mil thickness of 900 C PVC. Each pair of wires was color coded
black and white, twisted with a 20-gage, 7-strand bare copper
drain wire; with an aluminum-mylar tape helically wrapped with
a 25% overlap (mylar side cit) and in continuous contact with
the copper drain wire. Each pair was sheathed with a 20-mil-thick,
800 C PVC shrink tubing. The two pairs were cabled with a
16-gage, 7-strand copper conductor insulated with a 15-mil
thickness of 900 C PVC. This cable was shielded overall with an
aluminum-mylar tape (aluminum side out) with 25% overlap and

20-gage, 7-strand copper drain wire in continuous contact with
the aluminum shield. The cable was sheathed overall with a

45-mil-thick, 800 C PVC shrink tubing.

4. Two pairs of 18-gage, 7-strand copper wires each with a 15-mil
thickness of 900C PVC, color coded black and white and twisted
with a 20-gage, 7-strand bare copper drain wire which were
required for the oxygen partial pressure sensor. Each pair was
helically wrapped with aluminum-mylar tape with a 25% overlap
(mylar side out) and in continuous contact with the copper
drain wire. Each pair was sheathed with a 20-mil thickness of
800 C PVC shrink tubing.

All of the components (Figure 2) were cabled to an 18-inch lay,
wrapped with a mylar barrier tape, and jacketed with a 0.090 to 0.100-inch-
thick special water resistant polyurethane jacket, bright yellow in color.

3



Figure 1. Composite life support umbilical (primary).

The contract ca!led for the ends of the wiring bundles to be

encapsulated to prevent salt water intrusion into the bundles at hydrostatic

pressures equivalent to a 1,000-foot ocean depth.

The breakout for the gas hose was separate, with the electrical

conductors sheathed together using a neoprene jacket. The length from the

breakout to the end of the sheathed conductors was 3 feet. Breakout details

were the same at both ends of the umbilical. The breakouts were encapsulated

as shown in Figure 3.
The composite umbilical was circular in cross section with a maximum

outside diameter of 1.85 inches for the 600-foot units, which had the greater

number of conductors, and 1.5 inches for the 200-foot units. An 11-inch

minimum bend radius was required by the contract. Any voids were filled

with polystyrene stranded materials to enhance buoyancy.
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Etectro cean;cs Electra Oceanics

connector 51824F connector 51 824M-1
unscrambled speech Ito

I return 5 earphones

2 1
2 helium speech 2

common 6 to
DC po-er 8 microphone

3 3
13 not used 13

9 9
10 10 to

11 11 p0 2 sensor

14 14 to
15 15 diver's light

16 16'
17 17
18 18
19 19 to

S20 20 heat diver

21 21

22 22

23 2324 not used not used 24

(a) Wiring schematic for 200.foot primary umbilical, connector pin numberscontact

numbers

4 4

5 5
1 1

2 2
6 6
7 7

8 8
3 3

13 not used 13I9 9
10 10

12 12

14 14

15 15

16 16

17 17

18 18

19 19

20 20

21 21

22 22

23 23

24 24

(b) Wiring schematic variance for 600.foot primary umbilical.

Figure 2. Umbilical schematic (primary).
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Figure 3. Encapsulation of gas hose and electrical conductor breakout.

The contract also specified an umbilical weighing 4 ± 3 pounds
negative per 100 feet in salt water, with a gas composition of 92% helium 1
and 8% oxygen in the hose. (Note that no depth was specified.)

Umbilical Test Requirements. The original contract did not require
electrical tests of the umbilical but was later modified to include:

1. A diele'tric -test to-be performed in accordance with M I L-STD
202C, Method 301. For test performance, the umbilical was-to be placed
in a suitable bath of conductive water. Water conductivity was to be assured
by the addition of at least 5% sodium chloride by weight. A test voltageof
1,060 to 1,110 volts rms (1,000 plus 2.times rated service voltage) was to be,
applied between each conductorand each of the other conductors, and -

between all conductors connected together and a copper rod in the water,
for a period of 1 minute. The test voltage was to be raised from zero to
maximum (1,060 to 1,110 rms) at a rate of 500 volts per second.

2. Insulation resistance was to be measured at 500 volts with
resulting readings of no less than 100 megohms. The-resistance was to be
measured between each conductor and each of the other conductors and
between all conductors connected-together and the copper rod. The electri-
fication time specified for each measurement was 1 minute.

3. Dielectric and insulation resistance tests between cable or wire
shields were prohibited. The testing was to be performed between shields
connected together and all conductors and the copper rod.
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ElectricalConnectors(Contract N62399-67-C-0035). The government
provided the umbilical cables fabricated by Samuel,'Moore and Coripanyi
to Electro Oceanics, Inc. The contract with EO-called for wiring and molding
one EO number 51 B24F connector (threaded-to-receive a locking sleeve) to,
one end of-each composite umbilical cable and one EO number 51 B24M
connector, With locking sleeve, to the other cable end- (Figure 1). Wiring was
tobe in accordance with Deep Submergence System Project (DSSP)-drawing
800-2654257 and Revision A, and as shOwn in Figure 2.

Contract requirements'included sufficient cbnnector reliability tO,
withstand an ocean environment at a depth-of 1,000'feet for a peiod ofT
-year. All matingelectrical connector contacts were to be brass (conforming
to Federal[Specific6tion QQ-B-626C)-with a minimum 0.0002-inch thickness
of gold platingconforming to MIL-G-45204A, TypeIll, Class Il1. Allowed
tolerances required interchangeability-between all male and female connectors
with the same function.

Testing Requirements. The Deep Submergernce-Systems Project Office
authorized Northrop Nortronics to develop and. issue the safety certification
test procedures for all the SEALAB III aquanaut equipmenit. The procedures
had not been issued when the original contract with Electro Oceanics, Irnc.
was awarded. However, anearly'contract.revisioh required all.umbilicals to
be high potential tested afterinstallation of the connectors, in accordance
with MI L-STD-202,=Meth-5d 301, at sea level and at 1,000 volts. High
pot-ntiaI.ktestihg was requiredbetween power carrying leads and each of the

other leads and between' adjacent pins on the connectors. Insulation tests
were also required to be made at 500 volts, with resulting readings to be no
less than 100 megohms.

A later contract modification required electrical testing to be
conducted in accordance with Northrop Nortronics SEALAB III Aquanaut
Safety Certification Program Procedure 202, Revision C, as amended (see
Appendix B).

Certification of dielectric and insulation resistance testing for the
government furnished items was provided by Samuel Moore and Company,
the umbilical cable fabricator.

Originally, no testing was required to be accomplished at NCEL
following delivery of umbilicals by the contractor. As in-service training by
the aquanauts proe-ressed, certain-umbilical failures occurred. As a result:

1. Flex testing was initiated and is discussed later in this report.
Equipment for conducting these tests is shown in Figure 4.

i7'V,
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Figure 4. Flex testing of umbilical.

2. Electrical insulation resistance tests were required to be conducted,
followed by hydrostatic pressure testing to 300 psig, then an immediate repeat
of the insulation resistance testing. Measurements were made at 500 volts;
readings were required to be a minimum of 100 megohms. Electrification
time for each measurement was 1 minute. Tests between cable or wire shields
were prohibited. The test arrangement is shown in Figure 5.

During inspection of the cable assemblies after delivery by Samuel
Moore and Company, it was discovered that several assemblies had separa-
tions at the breakout encapsulation between the electrical wiring neoprene
jacket and the polyurethane encapsulation (Figure 6). The EDU contracting
officer was apprised of this deficiency and in consultation with the govern-
ment inspector arranged for Samuel Moore and Company to repair the
defective encapsulations at the Electro Oceanics factory.

8
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8 'grounding rod
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- 10

16

_13'
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19

-20

21 megohmmeter
presure,22 II:I

seawater 0 24 not used

Figure 5. Test arrangement-for electrical resistance measurement.

Test Results. In April 1968,:one umbilical (complete with electrical
connectors),was ,forwarded to-EDU for use by divers,during training for
600-foot saturation dives. During the ensuing training preparation and dives,
it was reported that:

1. The nurfiber,4 conductor did not register continuity with the
mating conductor in the diver's backpack electrical harness (see the report
sectionon backpack harnesses for a description of this itern). An undersize
connector pin was determined to be the cause. When the contact was some-
what flattened, continuity was restored.

2. The p0 2 sensor meter reacted erratically. Poor connector contact
was th6ugh i t-b6e the cause.

9
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Figure 6. Separation of bonding at encapsulation.

3. The umbilical gained an in-water weight of 25 pounds (doubling
the original weight) at a hydrostatic pressure of 20 atmospheres.

4. Upon return to a 1 atmosphere pressure, the umbilical regained

only 18 pounds of buoyant effect, tending to indicate either (1) permanent
deformation or (2) water-intrusion into the umbilical. Later findings indi-
cate recovery from deformation was slow.

In May 1968, during diver training at San Diego, California, two
umbilicals failed, apparently at the diver's end. Representatives of NCEL,
Electro Oceanics, Inc., Samuel Moore and Company, and the Deep Submer-
gence Systems Project Technical Office (DSSPTO) studied these failures and
found that they occurred within the area encompassing the Electro Oceanics
connector molding (Figure 7). It was also determined that:

1. Because the connector molding material was polyurethane and
the breakout sheaths were neoprene, EO had experienced molding difficul-
ties and had changed the mold design midway in the contract work.

10



Therefore, each umbilicalcable could have two differently molded connectors,
since no record was kept and molding the two ends did not necessarily follow
consecutiVely.

2. Probing of the molded connector ends revealed air pockets in the
polyurethane molding.

3. In some'inStances the connector mold fit snugly, in others it was
loose. Subsequently, EO found up to 1/16-inch difference in the diameters
of breakout bundles.

4. The neoprene sheath on the damaged end of-one of the umbilicals
appeared'to have been cut too short for it to be fully included in the molded
connector end. It was-felt that this, plus short radius bending of the-breakout
during.use, caused failure of this umbilical in less than 1 hour. Photographs
of the diver operations recorded the short radius flexing of the breakoutsat
the dive end (Figure 8).

5. The neoprene sheathing material was notch sensitive and could be
easily torn lrongitudinally once a tear was started.,

Electro-Oceanics proposed remolding with.a cover the full length of
the breakout to forestall future failures. To do this, it was suggested that
the neoprene sheathing be cut back to within 6 inches of the breakout
encapsulatibn. The polystyrene stranded materials were also to be cut back,
but to random lengths. The breakout-was then to be wrapped with mylar
tape and the breakout, including a portion of the connector, was to be
covered by molding on a 1/4-inch thickness of PVC.

Two other methods were suggested to solve the breakout problem.
The first involved wrapping the breakoutand connector with rubber tape.
The second method would provide a helical spring of metal or plastic to fit
over the breakout sheath to limit the bending radius.

One umbilical was modified using the-rubber tape method. It was
exercised by divers for 1 hour with apparent good results. Later on, the tape
abraided severely during handling on the concrete pier where the divers
trained. The helical spring method was rejected.

In June 1968, EO attempted field repair of all subsurface air pocket
defects in connector moldings by applying polyurethane patches after grind-
ing out suspect materials. These patches did not hold. EO suggested returning
the umbilicals to the factory for repair by molding. This could not be done
immediately because the umbilicals were urgently needed in San Francisco
for diver training. Figure 9 shows umbilicals installed on the habitat at
San Francisco.

11
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approx1/16 in. of/
potting ihaterial'
skin wa§'peiled

break for 3/4 air pockets off to,6bserve

of circumference approx .1/8-in. deep depth of air cavity
found by probing

approx 1-1/16-in. diam

approx 1in. shrink tube appeared

t-o have been cut off,
.short of epteringAinto
the connector

#8 51B24M #8& 51824F

poapprox 1-1/8-in. diam.

T - approx 1-1/16-in. diam

1-1/4-in.neoprene shrink tube
(Samuel Moore) split
at mold joint line
(Electro Oceanics)
probably from pinching

Figure 7. Umbilical failures as observed in May 1968.
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Figure 8. Short radius bending of umbilical during diver use.,

Because of-theproblems;discvered-atSan- Diego,,attelhfs were
made to develop ankX-ray technique fo " uncovering problem areas,, These
dfforts Were unsuccessful,,and a requireme6't for- flex testing the breakouts

/at the connector was initiated at the request of DSSP. These flextests were
to be conducted in accordancewith OIL-C-24217,, paragraph 4.7.5. The
test procedure was as follows:

A wired and molded pluga§,embly was loosely inserted between a
pair of rollers (see Figure 10). Thebonded joint between'the boot and cable
jacket wasilocated approximately al the intersection of the 45-degree lines
through the centers of the two rollers. The lower end of the specimen was
firmly clamped by a-clamp designed to apply uniform radial pressure to the
core of the cable. The diameter ofVthe rollers was 3 inches. The assembly
was subjected to 90-degree bending in each direction at a rate of 12 to 14

13



complete cycles, 360 degreestotal travelrper minute. The cable Was then
-rotated inside the-clamp 90 degrees andthe test was repeated. A complete
test consisted of two tests of 10 cycles each.

Flex tests were perforrmed on-oneumbilical' and resultedih loss of
continuityin.ine circuits in the male.connector. Tests of -the femalecor-
nect&rresulted in loss of continuity iR,ten ofithe remaining;circuits. As a6
result, -these connectors were~dissectedto determine,,the exactcausesof
failure. -Some wires werebroken while others hadpulled free from the
solder pots in the connectors.

-In July 1968,NCEL personne were called tO SahFrancisco becaQse
of problems with the umbi'icals. Onewassuspected of, having water intrusidn
because'it had low readings'during insulation resistance tests., Periodic checks

indicated that the umbilical was drying out. :Numerous intermittent electri-
cal;failures indicated problems with connector contacts. EO personnelwere
calledinto correct these deficiencies,. This was accomplished by size checking
and slightly flattening oversized female contacts with a special tool.

Figure 9. Umbilicals installed on SEALAB IIl.

14
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cable clamp

/ p)'I

-to suit

cable diam

rollers

F igure410. 'Cable f lexing test setup.

because of the failures indicated at San, Diego and-,San Francisco,
DSSPdire6ted thatallkumbilicals and'harnesses would,be requiredto undergo
hydrostatic pressure tests, with electrical resistance tests tote conducted
both before anda6fter.

A'decision was~made~tu follow the early Suggestion of EO for
remolding the entire breakoutto aqlarger diameter; but with neoprene, plus
the added, precaution Of Wrapping the external surface with a Dacron woven
fabric cemented =in place with liquid neoprene. This modification was to be

~performed by Samuel Moore and Company as,a means of resolving the pro-
blems encounteredin the diver's end of the umbilical breakouts. At the same
,time, Northrop N oitrronics was engaged to prepare a more realistic flex test
since the original contract had called for a minimum 11 -inch bend radius.

Eight umphilicals were rem-olded accordinlg to the plan outlined above.
The required electrical, resistance and hydrostatic pressure tests were per-
formed. Several umbilicals failed the resistance tests following pressurization.
The umbilicals were then flex tested,and all failed electrical continuity tests
because of broken wires.

15



Conclusions. Because of the failure of the umbilicals previously
described, they were dropped from the SEALAB program-in September 1968.

Second Generation Primary Umbilicals (Contract N62399 -- 0031)

Purpose. Because of the failure of the first generation primary
umbilicals and the urgent requirement foi2 umbilicals to support tests of
various diver equipments and procedures.to be conducted during the SEALAB
II I program, a contract was entered With.,Samuel Moore and Company for
six units of a second generation primary umbilical concept. Parameters for
the concept viere identical to those fortihe original-200-footlong primaries.

The function of each umbilical cable is to transmit eksctrical signals-
and deliver power and breathing gas-from: 'habitat to the diver for whom
the uwbilical cable serves as a lifeline. The signals and power are required
for the oxygen sensor system, which is associated'with the MK VIII semi-
closed-circuit breathing apparatus, and for the diver's intercom, light, and
electricaily heated suit or suit heater-pump. The design of the cables must
incorporate reliability sufficient to withstand the ocean environment to
depths of 1,000 feet for a period of 1 year.

The umbilical cables are expected to be used in a shallow ocean
environment during any future aquanaut training and in deep ocean
personnel transfer capsule and habitat exercises. The cables may encounter
adverse storage conditions when not-in use. Under normal SEALAB circum-
stances, -the following conditions would have been expected:.

1. During the training period

a. Depth-range: zero to 200 feet-

b. Temperature range: 35 to 120OF

c. Operating cycle: 8 hours continuous-use per day for
120 days

d. Adverse conditions: exposure to seawater, sunlight,
sand, and mud

2. During SEALAB habitat experiments

a. Depth range: zero to 600 feet

b. Temperature range: 40 to 95°F

c. Operating cycle: 8 hours (four 2-hour continuous
duty periods) per day for 60 days

16
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d. Adverse conditions: continuous exposure'to seawaterand
sand with intermittent exposure to helium saturated with
water vapor

Description. Each umbilical cable bundle consisted of:

1. One 114-inch-ID hose, Samuel Moore and Company part number
3000-04000.

2. F-our 12-gage insulated conductors for electrical heating power.
Each conductor was-composed- of 65-strand, bunched copper
wire, 0.096 inch in diameter, covered with a first sheath of a
20-mil thickness of natural low Cehsity polyethylene and a
second sheath of a 10-mil'thickness of natural 900 C PVC. The
final diameter of-the conductor was 0.1 56-inch nominal; 0.166-

inch maximum.

3. Two 14-gage insulated conductors for poweringthe divers light.
Each conductor was comprised of 41-strand, bunched copper
wire, 0.080 inch in diameter, covered with a first sheath of a
20-mil thicknessof naturallow density polyethylene and a
second sheath of a 10-mil thickness of natural 900 C PVC. The
final-diameter of the conductor was 0.140-inch nominal,.0.1 50-
inch maximum.

4. One 16-gage shielded and jacketed conductor for communications
power (DC). This conductor was composed of 65-strand, bunched
copper wire,-0.062 inch in diameter, covered with a first sheath
of a 15-ril thickness of natural low density polyethylene and a
second sheath of a 10-milthickness of natural 900 C PVC. The
final diameter of the conductor was 0.112-inch nominal, 0.120-
inch maximum. The double-sheathed conductor was twisted
with an 18-gage, 41-strand drain 'wire, then wrapped overall with
aluminum-mylar tape, mylar side out. An outer sheath of a 15-mil
thickness of black polyurethane completed the conductor fabri-
cation.

5. Four pairs of 18 gage shielded and jacketed electrical conductors;
two pairs each to provide for the oxygen partial pressure sensor
and the diver communications. Each conductor was of 18-gage,

41-strand, bunched copper wire, 0.051 inch in iiarneter, first
sheathed with a 15-mil thickness of natural low density polyethy-
lene, and a second sheath of a 10-mil thickness of 900 C PVC.
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(The second sheath-was blackfor one leg of a pair and whitej
for the other.) The final diameter Of the 6o,ductor was 0.101-
inch nominal, 0.109-inch maximum. Each pair of sheathed
conductors wastwisted with an 18-gage, 41-strandcdrain wire,
and wrapped with aluminum-mylar tape, mylarside out. The
shielded pair-was then.jacketed with a 15-mil thickness of
black~polyurethane.

All-of the components (1 through 5) were cabled withfiller,rmylar
tape wrapped; and sheathed with a 0.075-inch minimum (0.090inch nominal)
thickness of yellow polyurethane with a final diameter of 1.09 to 1.19 inches.
It should be noted that no attempt was.made to-add buoyancy materials to
reduce the in-water-weight of theseunits.

It is significant to note that, the number of,.copper strands-for these
conductorswasgreatly increased over the specifications.for the-conductors
in the original (rejected) primary umbilicals, and that-the wire gage sizes
differ for the diver heating and light components.

Overall length of these umbilicals was 200 feet ± 2.5%, When
completed. A molded polyurethanhe encapsulation was installed-3 feet in
from each end to seal the two breakouts against.-seawater intrusion While
under pressure. The electrical conductors were separated from the gas hose
to form the separate breakout elements. The breakout specifications were
as follows:

1. Gas hose breakout.

a. A 1/4-inch gas-hose covered with a vinyl hose guard of
1/8-inch wall thickness.

b. The gas hose-to be-fitted with a-Samuel M 6ore and Com-
pany part number 3908-74003, reusable stainless steel
connector with a -5 J IC swivel nut 6l/2-20 UNF-3B thread).

2. An integral-breakout legicomposed of the electrical components
cabled with filler, wrapped with mylar tape, and sheathed with polyurethane.
The color of the polyurethane sheath to be different for each of the umbilicals,
to aid the divers in identifying the umbilicals. (A second means for identifi-
cation while the umbilicals are in use on the bottom was provided by putting
marking rings, equal to the umbilical numerical identification, at intervals
along the umbilical length).

a. An Electro Oceanics, Inc. number 51 B24F, 24-pin electrical
connector, threaded for receiving a locking sleeve, to be
molded to the electrical breakouts on one end of the
umbilical.
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11b. An Electro Oceanics, Ind;,number 51B24M;,24-pin electrical

connector, with integral locking sleeve,.to be molded to the
electrical'breakout at the other umbilical end.

The wiring of-the connectors to the umbilicals was in accordance With
DSSP correlation drawing800-2654257, Revision A. The significant differ-
ences between the second generation units and the 6-riginalpHmary Umbilicas-
were the change in wire gage sizes and the use of muitistrafided conductors.

Cohtract Testing Requirements, The contract specified that the
completed umbilicals-were to be tested by the contractor priorto delivery
to thegovernment to assure that the umbilicals met,certain criteria and were
safe for-usevwith the MK VIII-mixed gas breathing apparatus. Testing was
permitted at ambient room conditions and-included:

1. Tests to assure, continuity between cbrresponding connector
contacts.

2. Dielectric withstanding voltage tests. Each completed umbilical
cable was placed ina bath of conductive water. Water conductivity was
assured by theaddition of a minimum of 5%.sodium chloride by weight.
Thetest was performed in accordance with MI L-STD-202C, Method 301.
Test voltage was 1,060 to 1,110 Volts rms (1,000 volts-plus 2 timesthe
rated service voltage). appjied for 1 minute between each conductor and all
other conductors connected together'and between a copper rod in the water
bath and all conductors connected together. Test voltage was raised from
zero to maximum at a rateof 500 volts per second. No evidence of break-
down or flashover between any pair of contacts or between the copper rod
and anycontact-waspermissible. Test personnel were cautioned to avoid
any physical contact with the high potential leads when applying the test
voltages.

3. Insulation resistance tests for each umbilical. The umbil",cals
were placed in the conductive water bath while the insulation resistance was
measured in accordance with MI L-STD-202C, Method 302, Test Condition B.
The resistance was measured between each conductor and all other conduc-
tors connected together. Electrification time for each measurement was 1
minute. Insulation resistance was required to be greater than 100 megohms.

4. Dielectric and insulation resistance tests between shields were
prohibited. (Testing was performedfrom shields connected together to
every other conductor and to the copper rod.)
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5. Flex testing of the completed (wired and molded) connector
assemblies. The test setup-was similar to that iridicated in Figure 10. The
bonded joint between the connector boot and cable jacket was located at
the.intersection of-the 45-degree lines-thtough the centers of thetwo rollers.
The rollers for this test-were 12 inches in diameter. The umbilicals were
firmly clamped to the test apparatus, as shown. The connector was subjected
to a 90-degree bend in each direction (1,00 cycles),at a rate of- 12 to 14 com-
plete cycles per.minute. Following the-first 100-cycle test phase,the
umbilical was rotated,90 degrees and the testing repeated. Throughout the-
testing and after each 20 cycles of flexing, an electrical continuity check- was
made. No'discorntinuity was acceptable.

NCEL Testing. Testing at NCEL included an insulation resistaice
check, as delineated in Figure 5, prior to and after subjecting each umbilical
to hydrostatic pressurization to 300 psig in seawater.

In'the testingof the second generation umbilicals, the gas hose was

plugged at one end and the pressure vessel was filled with seawater only to a
depth sufficient to cover the coilediumbilical. The unplugged end of the gas
hose was tied to a support in the space above water~level. During pressuriza-
tion, this pressure vessel space and the gas hose werefilled with helium of
equal pressure.

Test Results. As the umbilicals were received at NCEL and subjected
to pressurization and subsequent insulation resistance testing, failures'became
evident. By dissection, the failures (low megohm readings) were traced to
the proximity of the connectors. The problem appeared to be at the bonding
interface between the molded neoprene of the connector and the polyurethane
connector potting. Only one umbilical passed-the first tests. The remaining
units were returned to the contractor for corrective action. Subsequently,
three additional umbilicals were tested and accepted. Two units were tested
and returned a second time for corrective action.

There were no immediate failuresresulting from initial contractor
flexing tests. Following contractor corrective action for low insulation
resistance readings (after pressurization and subsequent use by divers), one
umbilical developed a discontinuity in one conductor.

As noted under NCEL testing, the gas hose was to be kept dry to
ensure cleanliness of the hose. The original, rejected primary umbilicals
required tedious cleansing following salt water incursion into the hoses
during tests.

The contractor's first prototype was taken to EDU for weight tests
under pressure. The 200-foot umbilical weighed 140 pounds beforeweighing
it in water, then 33 pounds in water at surface pressure, 43 pounds when
first submitted to water at 600-foot depth pressures, 44 pounds after 20 hours
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at this pressure, 37 pounds when returned to thewater at.surface pressure,
and 140 pounds out of water after the water test.

Conclusions. Based upon failures of umbilicals produced under
Contracts N62399-67-C-0035 and N62399-69-C-0031, it was concluded that
the state-of-the-art for installing and molding the Electro Oceanics, Inc.
51 B24F and 51 B24M connectors to diver's umbilicals had not yet reached
the high degree of reliability required for SEALAB III type operations. It
is apparent that a need exists for further research and development into the
technology for molding and bonding polyurethane to polyurethane and to
other materials such as neoprene.

It was concluded that the use of conductors comprised of numerous
(41 to 65) strands of soft copper virtually corrected the problems of discon-
tinuity suffered by the original, rejected umbilicals. However, since one dis-
continuity was suffered after comparatively limited usage, it is evident that
further research is needed in that area, especially in the techniques for joining
the conductor wires to connector contacts.

Consideration has been given to the following possibilities that may
contribute to the low resistance readings:

1. Since a preponderance of failures occurred with the heavy gage
conductors associated with diver heating, it is a possibility that:

a. The large size of the solder connection, joining wire to

connector, may have so reduced the separating space
between connections that the thickness of polyurethane
potting materials was not sufficient to provide required
insulation.

b. When it is considered-that the failures followed the
squeezing action caused by pressurization tests, it appears
plausible that damage to the umbilicals occurred at that
time, reducing the insu!ating capacity of the intervening
materials.

c. The large size of the solder connection places-it in close
proximity to the steel connector shel! where the interven-
ing insulation may have suffered the same effects as stated
in a and b above.

2. A study of the polyurethane potting compound and molding
methods might reveal a conductive path in the bond coating materials.

3. The polyurethane potting compound may be slightly hygroscopic
in thin sections or impurities may create a conductive path when subjected to
hydraulic pressures.
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Future Plans. The accepted units may be used for aquanaut training
purposes and for specific projects.

Modified Second Generation Primary Umbilicals (Contract N62399-69-C-0032)

Purpose. With.the continuing difficulties associated with umbilicals
utilizing the Electro Oceanics 51 B24F and451 B24M, 24Lpin.€onnectdrs
(encouhteredwith both the first and the second generation primaries), fabri. I
cation of four units of a modified version of the second generation umbilical
was proposed. The concept for these umbilicals incorporated all of the
required electrical and gas hose components, but utilized a 24-pin,,D. G.
O'Brien connector at the habitat end:and a spread of five electrical breakouts,
each terminatedwith a connector, at the diver end.

In all cases where umbilicals with 24-contact EO connectors Were to
be used, the umbilicals would be mated to 24-pin EO bulkhead connectors

-mounted externally on the diver's station of the habitat. This Would permit
making and breaking the umbilical connection in the Water for replacements.
In the modification concept, the.D. G. O'Brien connector was to be mated
with its complement in the helium-oxygen atmosphere of the habitatdiver's
station. In order to do this, thewiring-within the diver's station would have
to be severed and two pigtails (one with male half and one with female half
of a complete D. G. O'Brien connector) spliced onto the severed ends. By
this arrangement, an EO bulkhead connector could be taken out of a circuit
while a D. G. O'Brien connector-fitted urn~ibilical was being utilized. This
would ensure that any failure with an Eo bulkhead connector would not
affect the function of the related (D. G. O'Brien) umbilical. The overriding
purposes of this arrangement were to circumvent the use of the troublesome
EO 24-pin connector and permit connector mating in a "dry" environment-

an added precaution against circuit failures.
This proposed arrangement, also imposed a requirement for 50-foot-long

gas hose jumpers to-reach from-the outside gas' hose connections to the umbi-
lical gas hose connection within the habitat diver's station.

A further effort to solve the umbilical connector problems included
the proposal for fitting the diver's end of the umbilicals with five individual
electrical breakouts, each with its own connector for mating directly with the
corresponding component of diver mounted life support equipment. This
would accomplish three purposes: eliminate the.troublesome intermediate
24-contact EO connector pair, permit making "dry" connections before the

diver leaves the diving station, and eliminate the necessity for mounting the
electrical harness in the MK VIII backpack.
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,Description. Since the ultimate objectives of the-modified second
generation primary umbilicals were identical to those of the other design
(Contract N62399-69-C-003i'), the normal operating requirements and design
criteria remained the same. The integral umbilical gas hose design and the
umbilical electrical cable.bundle requirements remained the same. The pro-
posed modification required specification changes. These design specification
changes included:

1. Installation of D. G. O'Brien part number 10-16-245 connector
(plug) on the habitat end electrical breakout.

2. A 54-inch instead of a 36-inch gas hose breakout at the diver's
end.

3. The attachment of five-electrical breakouts, identical in all
respects to the pigtail breakouts of the MK VIII backpack mounted electrical
harness, also described in thisreport, because they were cut from'four of the
harnesses.

4. The wiring of connectorsin accordance withDSSP Correlation
Drawing 800-2654257, Revision A, with the following significant exceptions:

i a. Eight 12:gage, 65-strand wires in lieu of 10-gage, 19-strand
wires tobe used between the 24-pin connector and the
related pigtail breakout to the diver's heating equipment
Four of these-conductors (individually joined to D. C.
O'Brien connector pins numbered 16 through 19) to be
joined together and to,the number 1 and 2 contacts of the
EO 51 E4F-LSN connector at the diver's end breakout

-, (heater). The remaining four conductors (individually
joined to D. G;,O'Brien connector pins numbered 20
through 23) to be joined together and to the number 3 and
4 contacts of the EO connector.

- b., Wires of 14-gage size and 41 strands in lieu of 10-gage,
19-strand wires to be used between the 24-pin connectorI pins numbered,14 and 15 and the related pigtail breakout

,I to the diver's light.

I c. Shields for the two shielded and jacketed pairs connecting
the 24-pin cdnnector to the diver's P02 sensor to be con-
nected together at each end. They were also to be connected
to the number 13 contact in the 24-pin connector and to
the number 9 pin circuit at the EO 52F4F connector con-
tact in the diver's end breakout (pO2 sensor). This presented
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no problem'since the nqimber, 13'contact was'not-used in
thehabitat diVer's'station bulkhead connectors. (Thisl'is -

-shown on the DSSP Correlation Drawing:),

5. Stainless steel caps provided to protect theb. G. O'Brien
connectors from seawater while being lowered to the test site.

The weight of the modified umbilicals closely approximated the
weight of the original Samuel Moore and Company 6,mbilicals.

Contract TestingRequirements. Contract'requirements-for testing
the modified second generation primary umbilicals prior to delivery were
identical to those for the secondgeneration primary umbilicals.

NCEL Testing. Testing atNCEL was essentially the same as that'for
the second generation prinaryumbilicals. The only significantdifference was
,the test equipment used: Referring to Figure 5, the test pigtail-used to ground,
the conductors andshieidsterminated-in a D. G. O'Brien 24-pin connector
(receptacle), part number 107-16-24'P/FW, rather than the EO 4-15in connec-
tor. This providedfor mating with the 24-pin umbilicalconnector (plug).

Test Results. All of the. modified second generation primaryumbilicals
passed the required testsand were delivered tofSEALAB. Prior to-delivery,
however, NCE L modified the-stainless steel protectiveconnector caps by, drill-
ing and tapping a hole through the top and installing a special threaded plug
with an air passage arrangement. This was done so that when the plug is par-
tially unscrewed, pressure differential can be bled off, either into the connector
or out of it, depending upon whether the~cap.is installed at the suiface for
removal at the test site or installed at the test-site for removal at the surface.

Conclusions. Based upon the successful testing of these units, it was
concluded that:

1. Whenever possible, electrical connectors should be mated under
"dry" conditions rather than in water.

2. The state-of-the-art of the development of dry, 24-pin connectors

was further advanced for those connectors used under conditions
for which they were designed, than was true for the wet, EO
24-pin connectors when used under conditions for which they
were designed.
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Future Plans. The modified secohd generation-pimary umbilical,
with D.G. O'Brien.24-pin connector and five pigtail electricai-breakouts, was
selectedito be the principaI'primary uibilical for usein'SEALAB III exer-
cises: They were tohave-been backed up byth6 second generation primary
umbilicals with EO 24-Oih corhectors.

DIVER'S BACKPACK LIFE -SUPPORT EQUIPMENT CONNECTOR
ELECTRICAL HARNESS

Discussion

,Sixte.diver'S.electical hafr§esseerovided--to serve as the
-cgnhecting link between theorigin6land f-nodified primary Umbilicals andthe
irhdividual-cbmponent,0f he diver mounted life'support equipment. These

electrical,harnesses-were tested in accdrdance with the SEA LAB II I'Aquahaut
Safety Certification Prbgram Procedure I01Ato determine if the unitswould

meet thetestreqU irements specified therein and
to assure diver.safety when the harnesses were
mounteddn and used with4he MK VII 'Breath-
,ing Apparatus (Figur6,11).

-Contract N62399-67-C-0035, Item 1

The diver's electrical harnesses shown
* in Figure 12 were fabricated by Electro

I Oceanics, Incorporated, under Contract
-* N62399-67-C-0035.

l " ,Description. Each~electrical harness
incorporated: '(1) an Electro Oceanics, spe-
ciallydesigned, 24-contact, 51 B24F-connector

for mating with,a diver's primary umbilical
cable fitted with an appropriate EO,connector
mating half; (2),five connecting electrical cable
pigtails of proper gage;and. (3) five individual
EO connector mating halves required for
assembling to the diver mounted life support
equipments. The 24-contact connector half
(female) was provided with an integral male
half of a male-female threaded locking device.

The five cable breakouts from the 24-
Figure 11. MK VIII backpack contact connector include: (1) cable to partial-
with electrical harness installed, oxygen pressure (P02 ) sensor terminating
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with a'52F4F connector;-(2) cable to diver's light with a 52E2F connector;
(3)cable.to heater (pump or-suit)xending.with a 51 E4Fconnector With male
half of a Delrin, 4-thread-per-inch locking sleeve (LSN);.(4),cbble t6ear-
phones with a 51 F2F connector; and (5) cable to microphone with a 52F4F
conn-ctor. Dummy matinghalf-connectors and mating half locking sleeves,
where ap'plicable,,were providedfor protection of the connectors..

All connector electrical contacts were of brass (Federal Specification
QQ-B-626C).plated to conforr -toMl L-G-45204A. TypeI I Class-I I; With a-
0.0002:inch thickness of gold.

PO2  n t connnutorand dunmmy

802527RvsoA

miomphone

rmi c onnector

and:lummy

jaw lam, ad 5poud weghtwer usd (igur 13. Wen t w slund

on e tor,

and dumy

Figure 12. Diver's electrical harness with6a ikpac k shell.

Each harness was wire in accordancewith SSP Drawingu
800-2654257, Revision A2

Contract Test Requirements. All electrical harnesses wverbesubjecteld
~~to tests by the manufacturer in order to assure compliance withthle'Acuahaut

Safety Certification Program Procedure202C'(AO~pendix.B)'.

NCEL Test Setup an d Equipment'List. A test setup was required to,
determine if the connector plug-receptacle interfaces would separate when
an axial force of 5 pounds was applied. For this test, a laboratory test stand,
jaw clamp, and 5-pound weight were used (Figure 13). When it was found
that substantially more than 5 pounds was reouired'to separate four of the '
five plug-receptacle combinations, each plug was separated by an axial force
which was read on a 30-pound capacity spring scale as shown in Figure 14.
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Figure 14. .ollecting connector separion data.

Test equipment required for measurement of electrical characteristics
consisted of: (1) a Simpson meter to determine circuit continuity. (2) a
megohmmeter, (3) a grounding network made from the male connector end
of a primary umbilical, and (4) a tank of water to be set up as shown in
Figure 15, for conducting the insulation electrical resistance tests.

Several pressure vessels of adequate'size and pressure rangewere
available for pressurizatiortests.

NCEL Test Procedure. The Safety Certification Program Procedure
101A required the following:

1. Examination of the connectors, cables, and piece parts to
determine-compliance with.the dimensions and workmafiship- -requirements
of the contract.specification. All harnesses were considered acceptable when
delivered by the contractor.

2. Engagement and disengagement of all connectors, five successive
times, to determine relative ease of that operation: Originally, this test was to
have been performed with the operator wearing the type of diver's gloves worn
when the MK VIII system was in usebut-this requirement was waived on 19
February 1968.

3. Test for plug-receptce- connector retention under a 5-pound
axial force. Maximum separation of the connector-ha ves under this force
was not to exceed 0.1 inch under the load.

Following difficulties encountered during service usage of the MK
VIII backpack electrical harnesses at San Diego 0.a4 San. Francisco, pressuriza-
tion and insulation resistance tests were conducted. Pressurization tests were
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performed in pressure vessels. The insulation- resistance,-test procedure,,
conducted with the setup asindicated in Figure 15, consisted of determining
the minimum insulation resistance for- each conductor when measured against
all other conductors grounded together in the manner described previously
for primary umbilicals.

Test Results and Analysis.

Examination. All connectors, except the specia[24-contact 51 B24F, were
Electro Oceanics standard catalog items molded from neoprene; there was
no evidence of loose external contacts. The connector exteriors, although
not precision-finished, were acceptable. Inspection of internal contacts of
the connectors was not possible.

- 1

2

3
portion of male end of a primary umbilical - 4

5-
r 6

backloack harns" e 8

9 -jgrounding rod
' 10

t' 11

13

. : 14

, ; '15

S16

; 17

: 18
P :: 19

I. , ; 20

l ;: 21 megohmmeter

I pressure vessel 
22-- =

" ." -til-- 23

seawater 24 not used

Figure 15. Test arrangement for harness electrical resistance measurement.2



When the harnesses were compared; corresponding cable pigtails
were found to be of different lengths. Except for the p0 2 sensor cable, al I-
desired cable lengths specified-in the contract Were established indiscussions.
with SEALAB III diver, personnel and as determifned atNCE L using a.M K
V I II breathing apparatus mockup sent by the Navy iExperimentaIDivingUnit
Allowances in cable length were made fordiver.size and body movement.

The p0 2 sensor cable was contained Wholly within the backpack-and
was not affected by diver-size or movement;,22 inches.was the approximate,
required dimension.for this pigtail. No tolerances were called out.irh the
contract. All cable breakouts, withithe exception ofonepO2 .sensor. cable,
would mate with the pertinent component connector without difficulty.
Because of the urgent need.for the harnesseSmfor use in:imminentdivertrain-

ing exercises, they were not returned toEO for cable length changes. Electro
Oceanics later replaced the.one p0 2 sensor cable which was short.

When each harness was installed into a backpack shell, the harness.
Was oriented in its mounting~bracket so that the p0 2 sensor. cable was in the

most favorable position to provide the shortestdis'tah.eo'othe'p0 2 sensor
connector mounted at theitop of the baralyme canister in the backpack. The
harness cables did not issue identically from all 24-contact connector, housings.

Past experience with EO&'connectoes molded with-urethane interfacing
with'neoprene had demonstrated a high incidence of failures,;therefore, the
failures uncovered were not-udexpected.

Operational'Test. The operational test was conducted with each harness
and associated dummy connectors. -Diver support accessories--light,
microphone, etc-were not available at.NCEL., The connectors Were engaged
and disengaged five successive times without jamming. The.ease of engage-
ment depended upon the size of the connector. The 51 F2F and dummy'
connectors engaged and 'disengaged easily; the 52E2F and 52F4F and dummy
connectors required slightly more effort, and the 51 E4F-LSN'connectdr
required considerable effort.

Connector Retention. It, became apparent after testing the first two
harnesses that there would be no-difficulty in meeting the required 5-pound
pull test on the connectors. Following delivery of the first two units, all
other harness,connectors were tested'for retention by pulling'against a
30-pound capacity spring scale. It was found that after connectors had been
mated for a period of time, a greater pull was required to separate-the con-
nector halves than in all following successive separations (see Table 1).
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Talle 1. Pull lequired to Separate.Conneci0rs '

(Sixteen harnesseswith mating dummy connectors.)

Connector FirstSeparation AVerag
With- Dummy (Ib) (Ib)

P0 2 sensor 24 14

Diver's light 23 20

-Heater 30 30

Earphone- 12 7

Microphone - 24 17

a Five successive separations

Functional Tests. Following,initial examination after receipt, 14 harnesses,
were forwarded to the San' Francisco BU'y Naval Shipyard to be used in
SEALAB II I, Phase B2 ,tests. This phase tested the integration of aquanaut
life support equipment, and the habitat. During the Phase B2 tests, eight of
the units failed to;6ieetrequired standards and were returned to-the marnu-
facturer via. NCE L forcorrectiveactidns. Because of the occurrence of
these latdht defects, DSsP specified hydrostaticpressure tests.

NCEL tested each unit for circuit continuity and for insulationelectrical resistance of 100 megohms minimum at 500.volts. The harnesses

were then hydrostaticallypressurized to 300 psig in seawater. Following
pressurization, each unit was again subjectedto the'ihsulation electrical
resistance test. Four harnesses passed the post-pressurization resistance test
andweredelivered to DSSPTO. The units failing the test were returned to
the. manufacturer for study.

The manufacturer concluded that the sheaths covering the heater
power cabl6s on four units had become defective and undertook to replace
those units. Failures in some harnesses occurred within the 24-contact
connectors dueto seawater penetration-a result of improper bonding of the
polyurethane potting-material. Eight harnesses were reworked and in the
process, the polyurethane potting was removed and the connectors were
molded of neoprene. The'breakout'cables of the remaining three units were
sent to Samuel Moore and Company, along with a fourth harness (the
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24-contact connector of which had suffered repeated failures) to be
incorporated into the new type-modified second-generation primary
umbilical previously described (Contract N62399-69-C-0032).

As the new and repaired 'harnesses were received-at NCEL, they Were,
ltested to detoriiffii their acc-66ptalbIfi. Remolding was required for 12 of the
16 harnesses, at least one time; only four remained'as originally fabricated.
Several-required more thanone reworking. The-exact countfor each was
not-possible because the original numerical identification provided by the
manufacturer became obliterated during-the many reshipments and-repairs.

Modifications Required. The locking sleeves (LSN) originally furnished for
the heater-cable had fouJr threads per inch. 'In analyzing the-interfacing
requirements forthe heater cable, it was discovered that the General I nstru-
:ment'heater-pump units (Calrod type) had been provided with locking
sleeves with six threadsper inch. It-was deemed to be most expeditious to
change the sleeves on the heater-pumps.

During late aquanaut training phases, it was determinddlihat the

diver's breathing-gas CO2 scrubber canisters wouldrequire heating to enhance
their chemical efficiency in reducing the percentage-of CO2 concentration of
the gas: This was accomplished by adding a water jacketrto the canister;
through which warm water Was passed: The addition of this jacket created
a problem with the electrical harness becauselthe p0 2 sensor cable had been
routeddiagonally between the emergency breathing-gas cylinder and the
canister, to its connecting~plug. The water jacket utilized this space, thus
requiring a new path for the sensor cable. This new path made itnecessary
to provide 6zinch jumper cables, with mating EO connectors to-adcommodate
the change.

Conclusions., Twenty-five percent of theoriginal 16 harnesses
withstood the rigors of-testing-anduse without, requiring repair. Fiftyper-
cent were usable following at least one repair. Twenty-five percent were
utilized in fabrication of other equipment.

It is expected that divers will experiencedifficulty, inenqaging-and
disengaging the 51 E4F connectors if they are wearing gloves. However, all
harness connectors will probably be matedinside a habitat or personnel
transfer capsule (PTC) so that the use of gloves undoubtedly will be unneces-
sary.

It should be noted that the connectors for the P0 2 sensor and the
diver's microphone were identical. This condition created aremote possibi-
lity of connecting the microphone pigtail to the P0 2 sensor. Due to its short
length,.the P02 sensor pigtail cannot be mated to the microphone. It was also
noted that the diver's light pigtail connector could become mismated with
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the pO sensor or the microphone connectors, which would-result in-an

inconvenience; but no damage. However, if the dummy connector for the
diver's light was inadvertently used or either the PO2 sensor or microphone
pigtails, it would produce a short across the double contacts in the female
receptacles. Instructions were issued to DSSPTO to color code the diver's
light pigtail-connector and dummy connector. In future 6rocurements, each
piece of'equ'pment serviced should be provided with its own unique or
distinctive pair of-mating connectors.

Recommendation., Future efforts in research and development should
be expanded in advancing the state-of-the-art-for electrical connectors for
Oceanographic and deep sea useparticularlyin thelfield of connectors to be
mated and disconnected under water.

DIVER'S-SECONDARY ELECTRICAL LIFE SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
UMBILICAL CABLE

General Requirements

A requirement existed foraquanaut life support umbilicals (Figure 16)-
to fulfill the life support requirements-of a man utilizing an 0pen-dircuit hot
water heated diver's w-t suit (Figure 17),while conducting in-water workassignments. Such assignments may be-performed when based either in an

ocean botton habitatunder saturated conditions or conducted from a
diving bell (personneltransfer capsule)and utilizing the "bounce"dive of
saturated techniques. These have been designated as secondary umbilicals
(Figure 18),

The concept of using-secondary-umbilicals requires that they be,
bundled with, or married to, the diver,'s heating-water-supply hose and the
diver's breathing-gas hose shown-in Figure 17. Secondary umbilical func-
tional-requirements are limited-to transmitting electrical signals and power
between,the diver's base of operations and diver mounted life support
equipment.

Contracts N62399-68-C-001.1 and N62399-68-C-0014

Six-200-foot-long and three, 600-foot-long secondary umbilicals were
fabricated under Contract N62399-68-C-001l in accordance with DSSP
Correlation Drawing 800-2654288. Design parameters of the completed
umbilicals included neutral buoyancy, Negative rather than positive buoyancy
was required if the desired neutral buoyancy could not be achieved.
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Figure 16. Umbilical schematic (secondary).

The umbilical connectors, provided under Contract N62399-68-C-0014
(Electro Oceanics, Inc.), were compatible withthose on the diver's habitat
and personnel transfer capsules and with the diver's life support equipment.
The contract also required theattachment of these connectors onto the nine
secondary umbilicals provided under Contract N62399-68-C-001 1. Design.
requirements for their installation included incorporatingsufficient reliabi-
lity to ensure that the inherent reliability of the urmbilicalcables was not
compromised.

Description. Electrical wiring was required to provide services for a
p 2 sensor, intercom earphones, and intercom microphone and amplifier.
One end of the umbilical was designed to accept a single 24-pin connector
with locking device. The other end terminated in three-pigtail breakouts
(see Figure 19)., The pO2 sensor breakout was 22 inches long. The two
intercom breakouts were 42 inches long.

Electrical requirements for the pO2 sensor called for four 18-gage,
7-strand copper wires, each insulated with a 1 5-mil thickness of 90°C PVC.
Two twisted pairs of these conductors Were formed on a 2-inchiay, each
with a bare 20-gage, 7-strand copper drein wire, and helically wrapped with
aluminum-mylar tape (mylar side out) with a 25% overlap. Each of these
shielded pairs was sheathed by a 20-mil-thick, 800 C, PVC, thermally shrink-
able tubing.
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Figure,17. Diver rigged with deep-diving gear including umbilical.

Electrical conductorrequirements-for-the intercom included-a single
16-gage, 7-strand copper wire and four 18-gage, 7-steand copper wires, all
insulated with a 15-mil thickness of 900 C PVC. One pair of the 18-gage
conductors was;twistd on a2-inchiay with a bare 20-gage, 7-strand copper
drain:wire and helically wrapped with aluminummViar tape (mylar'side out)
with a 25% overlap. This pair of, conductors was sheathed in a 20-mil-thick,
800 C PVC, thermally shrinkable tubing and was bundled with the single
16-gage wire-to become the microphone breakout. The remaining pair,
similarly shielded-and insulated, was utilized as the earphone breakout. Each
conductor was color coded with its own distinctive color.

The secondary umbilical cable bundle was formed on an 18-inch lay,
shielded overall with aluminuri-mylar tape (mylar side out) helically wrapped
with a 25% overlap: The bundle included a bare 20-gage, 7-strand copper
drain wire in continuous contact with the aluminum side of the shield. The
bundle and breakouts were jacketed with approximately a 1/10-inch thickness
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of polyurethane. Design requirerments for encapsulation of. the umbilical
cable and breakouts called for preyention ofsal wa.terent y "ydrostbtic
pressures equivalent to-a 1,00fot depth. Sheathing resilience-was required
t0.permit flexing of cable asrmight be necessary in.use.

The conrectors were attachedto the
-.- umbilicalsin the arrangement shown. on,,l OP'

. Correlation Drawing 800-2654288 and in
.Figure 16. -Each connector was furnished With
a mating dummyconnector as shownin
Figure, 1-2to provide for both mechanical rarid

j electrical, protection. Seal.integrit require-
ments for the cone tr-dumimhy matings.wer e
identical tothosefqr male-female Wired con-
nedic&r-matings. AllconnectQrs were fabricated
to tolerances permitting interchangeability
between like diver equipmenis and-equipments
with like function purposes. Connector elec-
irical contacts were of gold-plated'brass. The
brass conformed to-specification QQ-B-626C,

,plated to conform to MI L-G-45204A, Type II,
Class IIl.

Contract Test Requirements. The
'¢able fabricator was required to test the
finished products and ensure electrical con-

tinuity of all conductors. Each cable was
placed into a water bath of 5% (minimum hy
,weight) sodium chloride and adielectric test

Figure 18. Life support umbilical performed-in accordance with Appendix B.
(secondary). Tests performed under Contract N62399-68-

C-001 1 were conducted at ambient room

conditions. The tests were eliminatedunder Contract N62399-68-C..0014 at
the request of DSSP. It should be noted that the contract did not require
any pressurization tests of.the umbilicals.

NCEL Tests. The finished product was exam ;,ed to determine
compliance with dimensions and workmanship requirements of the contract.
All connectors were engaged and disengaged with mating dummies five
successive times to determine the relative ease of this operation.

Test Results and Analysis. All secondary umbilicals passed the tests
required by the contract and those initially conducted at NCEL.
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Figure 19. Electrical conductor breakout (secondary umbilical).

It was determined that the umbilicals, in their final design
configuration, had been fabricated to the allowed weight tolerance of 3.5
to 6.5 pounds per 100 feet of length at a submerged depth of 2 feet in
seawater.

The first, unit delivered was forwarded to the Experimental Diving
Unit (EDU) for equipment integration tests at a submerged pressure equiva-
lent to 600 feet in a diver training chamber. The unit functioned well for a
period of time, then interference was rioted 'on the intercom circuit.

The remaining secondary umbilicals had been delivered to DSSPTO
following initial testing. After some usage, the connectors of these umbilicals
were examined by EO representatives who found that repair of some connec-
tors was required due to faulty polyurethane potting. The repairs were
attempted in the field,, but were unsuccessful. The affected units were then
returned to EO where they were remolded, using neoprene.

Six units were sent to the San Francisco Bay Naval Shipyard for
Phase B2 diver training (equipment integration). Following additional dif-
ficulties such as poor contact matings and electrical failures of an umbilical,
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subsequent to the EDU hydrost'atic'pressure test at300 psig, the six ubiits,
were returned-to NCEL for seawater:pressurization,(600-foot depth-equiva-
lent) followed by insulation resistance-tests accomplished in the same manner

-as indicated for the primary umbilicals. 'Only two units passed the test. The
others were returnedto the coritractorfor repair. This was the beginning of
aseries of such experiences withconnectorrelated difficulties inyolving either
poor .bonding of moldirigs, pporcont-ct matings, or conductor separations
from the connector pins.,

Eventually, one 600foot unit failed due to an apparentbreak in a
conductor. When thelocati6h-of the break, about 70 feet- from one end, was
deterffiined, the umbilical was 6pened'at, that point for examination. This
e5iamination revealed that-the'individual copper conductor filaments had
apparently, become work hardened and'had'fractured. During-n attemptto
r mehd the lbreak,it'was discovered that,a second break had occurred approxi-
mately 4 feet from thefirst break. A 1-foot-section of the umbilical was
then removed and dissected. It was found thatthe conductorshad suffered
closely spaced'multiple kinking and some evidence of-crushing. However,

suggestied,one' r more of the following:

1. Use of previously damaged conductor wire

2. Damage prior to applying the sheath

3. Damage When applying the sheath(

4. Damage during cabling

A length of the umbilical was sent to Samuel Mooreand Company for
inspection and determination of the original source of damage. The findings
were not reported to-NCEL.

The 200-foot secondary umbilical, which had been exercised inthe
April 1968 EDU saturation dive, experienced several failures and was
returned each time to the connector contractor for repair. Following each.
repair, the unit-passed the prepressurization resistance testsbut failed the
postpressure test. It was not until January 1969, however, that water was
discovered inside the insulation sheath.

Conclusions. Secondary umbilicals of this type will be constantly
subjected to coiling, uncoiling, and small-radius bending around objects
during future operations. To reduce the possibility of work hardening, only
dead soft copper conductors of fine multifilament design should be used.

A high degree of quality control should be exercised in materials
selection and in the fabricating processes.
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Intensive research and development should b4.,unde&rtaken-to advance
the state-of-the-art for underwater cbnnectors-and the. -ethod of integrating
connectors into the cabling.

With the failures of the original primary umbilicals and subsequent
acceptance of five 200-foot and two 600-foot secondary umbilicals, the
prospects for a successful SEALAB III program appeared to rest with the,
secondary units. Their importance tothe program was augmehted when it

became evident that the Divers Unlimited open-circuitwater heated suit
system would be assigned as one ofthe'principal aquanaut diving equipments.
The secondaryumbilicals had-been designed for use with such a system and
carried no circuits for heating the divers by electrical means. The resulting
.smaller diameter of the secondary umbilicals contributed smaller drag forces
than the primary u mbili cls. In use, the secondary umbilicals were to have
been married to abreathing gas hose and the diver's hotw2ter supply umbilical.

Subsequentdevelopment of the modified second generation primary
umbilicals (Contract N62399-69-C&0032)--may have altered-the status of. the
secondary umbilicals, reverting them-to their original mission assignment
had SEALAB Ill1 continued on schedule.

Future Plans. Secondary umbilicals meeting acceptable performance
standards have been'included in the life support equipment to be used during
aquanaut training and speciai'projects under cognizance of DSSPTO.

Recommendations. It is recommended that:

1. A programbe initiated toadvance the state-of-the-art for exterior
sheathing materials for diver's life support umbilicals.

2. Second generation, secondary umbilicalsutilize multistranded dead
soft copper conductors.

UMBILICAL GAS HOSES

Discussion

Each primary diver's umbilical incorporates a gas hoso (Figure 20) to
provide the principal means for supplying the diver's mixed breathing gas
(Helium-oxygen). The diver's Mark VIII backpack breathing apparatus only
providesfor an emergency situation and for only a very limited time. Separate
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gas hoses are to be provided for those occasions when the divers will utilize
the secondary electrical umbilicals which do not incorporate gas hose. These
separate gas hoses will be married to the secondary umbilicals, together with
an open-circuit, hot water diver's heating hose (Figure 17). Separate 50-foot-
long jumper gas hoses will be provided for use with the modified second
generation primary umbilicals. These jumpers are required to interface
between the gas hose connection outside the habitat diver's station and pass
into the diver's station-to mate with the gas hose breakout on the habitat.
end of the modified umbilical. Further details regarding the reasons for this
.arrangement have been discussed in-the report section dealing with the
modified second gereration-priniary umbilicals.

-, Figure 20. Breathing-gas hose of composite umbilicals (center hoses).

D escription

The 1/4-inch-ID umbilical gas hoses are designed for and -rated to have
a rupture point in excess of 12,000 psig. They are fabricated of flexible,
nonhygroscopic nylon, reinforced with Dacron braids, and covered by an
extruded polyurethane sheath.

Test Requirements

Gas hoses of the original primary umbilicals and the nine gas hoses
for use with the secondary umbilicals had tapered pipe thread fittings when
first purchased. The original Snap-Tite quick-disconnect couplings on the
gas hoses, the mating fittings of the shuttle valves on-the diver's MK VIII
breathing apparatus, and the breathing-gas hose fittings for the proposed
SEALAB III habitat all had tapered pipe threads. In January 1968, before
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the original primaries had been discarded and other primaries had not yet
been purchased, DSSP decided to change the taper threads to Military
Standard straight threads. NCEL purchased 50 Samuel Moore and Company,
part number 3908-74003, Synflex, 316 stainless steel hose fittings conform-
ing to Military Standard MS28740-5. These were installed on each end of 16
original primary and nine secondary umbilicals.

NCEL also purchased from Snap-Tite Inc. six quick-disconnect coupler
assemblies, part number 3847-8; six quick-disconnect nipple assemblies, part
number 3847-9; 22 adapters, part number 30-12461-5, to convert the 3847-2
couplers on hand at DSSPTO to 3847-8 couplers; and 22 adapters, part number
30-12460-5, to convert the 3847-3 nipples on hand at DSSPTO to 3847-9
nipples. All of the Snap-Tite assembly end fittings had male threads con-
forming to Military Standard MS33656-5, Style E. Additionally, 20 shuttle
valve inserts, for use on the shuttle valves of the breathing apparatu-, were
purchased from Circle Seal Products Company. The inserts were:part number
25182B, conforming to AND10050-5.

The new diver's umbilical gas hose fittings and mating parts had to
meetihe specifications of safety certification procedures ,(Appendix C). To
satisfy this requirement and thus assure diver-safety when used with thei MK VIII breathing apparatus, the following-items were tested:

1. Gas hose with new end fittings (Military Standard MS28740-5)
installed as integral parts of the original 16 primary umbilicals
(Samuel Moore and Company, Contract N00600-67-C-1 180) and
on nine separate gas hose umbilicals also manufactured by
Samuel Moore and Company.

2. Twenty-four quick-disconnect couplings; Snap-Tite, Inc., valved
couplers, part number 3847-8 (18 of which were modified part
number 3847-2 and 6 were new couplers); and 23 Snap-Tite, Inc.,
valved nipples, part number 3847-9 (17 were modified part num-
ber 3847-3 and 6 were new nipples), all with male threaded ends
conforming toMilitary Standard MS33656-5, Style E.

3. Twenty shuttle valve inserts; Circle Seal Products Company,
part number 25182B with AND10050o-5 specification threads;
each insert for mounting in a shuttlevalve of the breathing
apparatus.
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Test Setup and Equipment

Umbilical gas hose tests were conducted at the Deep Submergence
Systems Project Technical Office, Ballast Point, San Diego,, California, with
equipment normally used to service, maintain, and test components of
diver's MK Vill breathing apparatus. In the DSSPTO setup, helium for-the
tests is delivered from storage tanks to a Corblin DiaphragmCompressor,
Model A2C250ss (American Instrument Company, Inc.), where the pres-
sure is increased as required for the test. The helium then passes through a
shutoff valve, gage, and adapter hose to the test specimen (shuttle valve
and gas hose with fittings in a water-filled test tank).

Test Procedure

The Safety Certification Program Procedure 201A (Appendix C)
required the following:

1. Examination of the gas couplings, hoses, and piece parts-to
ensure compliance with the dimensions and workmanship requirements of
the contract and purchase specifications.

2. Cleansing the hoses, fittings, and test plumbing in accordance
with Safety Certification Program Component Cleaning'Procedure 401.

3. Subjecting all umbilical hoses and fittings to 3,000 psigointernal
helium pressure. (The fittings were submerged in a water bath and observed
while pressure was applied. A continuous stream of bubbles would indicate
leaks. The pressure was observed at the beginning and end of a 15-minute
period after an initial 5-minute period to allow temperature stabilization of
the gas.)

4. Engagement and disengagement of all quick-disconnect couplings,
five successive time.: with hoses pressurized to 600 psig. (A requirement for
wearing diver's gloves during this test was waived.)

Test Results and Analysis

Examination. Fifty gas hose end fittings, Military Standard MS28740-5,
were installed on the 16 primary umbilicals and nine secondary umbi!ical gas
hoses. A Samuel Moore and Company representative performed the instal-
lation at DSSPTO. All parts fit satisfactorily and were clean.

Six each of the new quick-disconnect valved couplers and nipples
(each group serialized with numbers 1 through 6) and 22 each of the coupler
and nipple adapters, were received from Snap-Tite Inc., factory-cleaned and
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in sealed packages. NCEL delivered these items to DSSPTO for assembly
and test. Although the manufacturer had stated that the adapters and neces-
sary Orings could be readily installed in the old 3847-2 couplers and 3847-3
nipples to convert them, respectively, to 3847-8 couplers and 3847-9 nipples,
SEALAB III personnel found that their existing maintenance tools were

t unsuited'for installing the O-ring sets and for machining one speacial O-ring !

from each set after installation. Consequently, all the old couplersand
nipples (except four of each reserved for aquanaut training)-and all the new
adapters were taken by'an aquanaut from DSSPTO to Snap-Tite Inc. at the
direction of DSSP. The aquanaut observed the assembly work at the manu-
facturer's plant, obtained tooling so that similar work could be done at

DSSPTO, and returned to DSSPTOwith the modified assemblies. Snap-Tite
put new serial numbers on each.assembly,,alongside-theold-number-which,
was parenthesized. The numbering (of 18 couplers and 17 nipples) proceeded
as follows: each group was-placed in the original-serial number sequence,
with some gaps in the numbering, then the new numbers. -through 24 were
added to the couplers and7 through 23 to the nipples.

DSSPTO modified the four couplers and four nipples that had been
held for training and one other nipple, but did not renumber them. These
still had the old 3847-2 and 3847-3 part number identification and old serial
number. DSSPTO installed the quick-disconnects on the umbilicals and
advised NCEL that tests could be made. However, by the time the tests were
scheduled, two setsof the quick-disconnects together with two MK VIII
breathingapparatus had been sent to the Azores for possible use in salvage
of the submarine SCORPION. Other quick-disconnects had been misplaced.
Table 2 lists the serial numbers of quick-disconnects available for testing.

Twenty shuttle-valve inserts, part number 25182B with AND10050-5
specification threads, received from Circle Seal Products Company (factory-
cleaned and in sealed packages), were installed in the shuttle valves by DSSPTO.

Proof Pressure Test. All couplers and nipples were designed to be
interchangeable. For. the teststhe parts were paired as they became avail-
able on a schedule that did not interfere with available diver training.

However, some parts were at San Francisco Bay Naval Shipyard, two sets
were at the Azores or in transit to DSSPTO, and some others were misplaced;
these units were not tested (see Table 2). The coupler and nipple pairs were
tested to 3,000 psig in the engaged position only. Test of the couplers to
3,000 psig when disengaged was waived by DSSP.

Following the testing and after some usage experience, 10 of the
couplers were returned to the factory for repairs at which time the two-part
serial numbers were made three-part. The couplers were not tested following
repair. Table 2 reflects these number changes and the test status as of May1969.
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It-has been indicated that other couplers which were originally tested
satisfactorily should be returned for repairs following usage. These shnuld
receive new serial humbers at that time and should be retested.

Operational -Test-Quick-Disconnects. All quick-disconnect-couplings
available were engaged and disengaged five successive times with a gas pressure
of 600 psig in the hose. In general, all fittings passed the 3,000 psig test; a
few failed the disconnect test at 600 psi§., These units were returned to
Snap-TiteInc. for reworking of the 0-ring seals.

Conclusions

The gas hose fittings will work effectively at the required working
'pressures, if.they arevhandled and operated:with-reasonable-care. AlHeaks
(encountered were traced to defective 0-rings and, in particular, to urethane
0-rings that were machined after installation.

Recommendation

Replacement and machining of the specialurethane 0-ring should be

accomplished only at the Snap-Tite Inc.-factory.

'SUMMARY

Discussion

The use of diver's composite life support umbilicals (and habitat
logistic support umbilicals) presents unique problems. The diver umbilicals
must be designed in such a manner as to provide either neutral or only slight
negative buoyancy.

If the umbilical is long and positively buoyant, it may become
entangled or may tend to pull the diver above his permissible depth range.
While floating-off the bottom-and subject to underwater currents, the
umbilical will expose the diver to forces created by drag, the amount of
which will depend upon the sail area presented and the flow rate of the
ocean current. A long floating umbilical also may interfere with other
equipment in the area.

Sail area presented by an umbilical is dependent upon several factors
including life support provided to the diver, length of the umbilical, degree
of buoyancyprovided, the materials incorporated to attain the buoyancy,
and the degree of compressive deformation at various depths. Umbilical
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length affects sail area, relativeto-frontal area and to design considerations,
because of line losses in both the breathing-gas hose and the electrical circuits. I -

Longer circuits require heavier gage conductors. _

Effects of compressive deformation should be a primeconsideration in
operations with composite umbilicals. The corrosive nature andcelectrical
conductivity of seawater makes the sealed integrity of the umbilical jacketing
mandatory. The requirements for flexibility, near neutral buoyancy, and
multiple conductors result in a sheathed bundle which usually includes voids.
Since the umbilicaIs are fabricated at a one atmosphere pressure, these voids
and any resilient materials used will be affected by compressive forces.

An umbilical designed to be only slightly negatively buoyant near
the-surface-wi I lFbecome-progressively-heavier-as-itis -taken- to-increaseddepths-
This is of concern to the diver since his capabilities are reduced with depth.
A heavy umbilical would require an inordinate amount of diver capability
just for towing.

A second and equally important consideration is the effect of the'
compressive deformation of the voids within an umbilical, when the umbilical
is subjected to a simultaneous range of depth, such as when reaching'from
the surface of a water body to the bottom~or-from a habitat-to an underwater
canyon work site. In such an instance, the encapsulated air will be subjected
to the differential in the water head. The full effect of thisdifferential will
be exerted internally upon that portion of the umbilical sheath which is at
the highest elevation. Umbilical sheath design must either take this factor
into consideration or-limits must be placed upon the simultaneous range of
depth permitted for umbilicals of a given design.

A problem closely associated with the encapsulated air considerations
discussed above is that of the potential results of exposing sealed umbilicals
to various gases under ambient pressures of ocean depths. The implications
are evident in Appendix D (results of a study of permeability rates of several
gases through films of several materials). An umbilical containing voids,
sealed at one atmosphere of pressure or subjected to gases at greater pres-
sures, then moved or extended to areas of reduced pressure, may rupture due
to the expansion of the ingested gas.

General Observations

1. The original primary umbilicals had many deficiencies which proved
impractical to overcome, therefore, these umbilicals were dropped from the
program.
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2. The secondary umbilicals also suffered many failures. These failures
were generally~associated with circuit discontinuities-and-low insulaiion
resistance.

3. The second generation primary umbilicals suffered principally from-
low insulation resistance. 4.i
4. The-modified-second generation primary umbilicals met the test-
requirements.

5. Difficulties associated with diver's breathing-gas hoses were related to
the connector fittings. U
6. Electrical connectors were a major source of difficulty.

7. A nonconducting lubricant was used on the male and female electrical
connector parts to aid the mating. However, because of rough handling of
-he umbilicals in service, the liberally applied lubricant picked up sand,
fabric threads, small metal fragments, and other deleterious materials. Some
of this material was inadvertently pushed into the pin holes of several con-
nectors and contributed to connector problems.

8. During all phases of testing andolOerational use of the umbilicals and
associated equipments by diving personnel, itwas observed that all items

weresubjected to rough handling and frequent association with potentially
hazardous situations. Baecause of the equipment bulk, restricted available
test facilities operating space (i.e., aboard ship, etc), and lack of specially
designed handling and storage equipment, the diver's life support equipments
commonly were layered out in areas subject to heavy foot traffic, etc. It is
also probable that familiarity with the equipment, because of experience in I
the.use of it, resulted in a relaxed awareness of ultimate consequences of
careless housekeeping practices and equipment handling procedures.

9. Umbilical sheathing materials suffered abrasive damage, and one umbilical
suffered a penetrating cut when drawn against a piling fouled with marine
growth.

General Conclusions

1. There is justification for a research and development effort in the bonding
of polyurethane to neoprene and for field repairs requiring bonding of
polyurethane to polyurethane.

2. Quality control in the iabrication and assembly of underwater electrical
connectors is a vital factor in obtaining satisfactory field results.
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3. Where possible, underwater electrical connections should be made-and.
maintained in a gaseous medium rather than under water-f looded:conditions.

4. Use of multiple electrical breakouts with individual connectors results
in fewer deficiencies than use of multicontact connectors.

5. The use of many strands ofdead soft copper for electrical conductors
results infewer discontinuities caused by flexing fatigue.

General Recommendations

It is recommended that:

1. -,kresearch-and-developmentprogram-be ihitibted~for~divers-electrkal
umbilicals to produce:

a. Suitable connectors
b. Suitable conductor riaterials and wire-filament sizes
c. Suitable shielding
d. Suitable means of joining conductors to connectors
e. Suitable materials for exterior umbilical'sheathing
f. Suitable methods of offsetting negative buoyancy
g. Suitable bonding techniques for ensuring insulation integrity

2. Umbilicals'sent to or removed from a sea bottom work site be coiled
for transporting to reduce the possibility of damagecaused by internal
pressures due to a great water head differential beiWeen the upper and
lower portions of the exposed umbilical.

3. A strong and continuing training effort be instituted to ensure diver
awareness of the comparatively fragile-nature of much of the vital life support
equipment.

4. Strong quality control programs be enforced during fabrication of all
life support equipment.
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Appendix A

SEALAB Ill-ATMOSPHERIC CONTAMINATION BILL

(Provided by Deep Submergence Systems Project Office- unedited) V

1. The purpose of this bill is to alert all personnel associated with
SEALABtype structures to the importance of controlling atmospheric
contamination, particularly those items which presenta toxicityhazard.

2. In-SEALAB, inhalation of €ontaminatedair is by far the most
-probablemeans by/whih-t6ixicsubstances will gain entry into the body.

This is of-increasing importance, when one considers that at normal atmos-
pheric pressures, an individual under conditions of moderate exertion will
breathe about 10 cubic meters (10,000 liters) of air in eight hours, or
approximately 30,000 liters per day.

3. Although general ground rules have not been necessary for {
early manned undersea dwellings; relative tovarious items which may'be
introduced into the structure, this philosophy can no longer be considered
valid. With increasing periods of prolongedsubmergence at greater sea
pressures, andwith longer period of habitat submergence, it is essential that
careful consideration be given to minimizing toxicity hazards within any
manned Undersea dwelling.

4. The capacity for removal of air contaminants which can be
built-into manned underseadwellings and small vehicles is extremely limited.
In SEALAB Il l, contamination control is limited to: (1) carbon dioxide
removal'with Lithium Hydroxide, or a molecular sieve system; (2) activated
charcoal for removal of some contaminants; (3) removal or conversion of
certain other hydrocarbons via catalysis. In this regard, it must be remembered
that none of these systems will remove all possible contaminants. Further-
more, in the case of charcoal, it is capable of selective absorption. Selective
absorption simply means that it may release one substance previously
absorbed. in exchange for another; therefore, it is possible that a toxic sub-
stance absorbed early in a bottomed dwelling may reappear later as this
exchange takes place.

5. In manned undersea dwellings, paints and adhesives may be one
of the largest offenders. It is mandatory that the following principles which
have been set down for nuclear submarines be adopted for the future dwellings
and vehicles:
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a. All major painting be accomplished'atle5§t'thirty days
prior to manning, and that any touch-ur, painting with oil'based-paihts be
accomplished no less than -15 days prior.

b. If it, is necessary to paint interiors withless~than thirty-days
remaining, waterbase paints shall be used in. lieu of chlorinated'rubber-based
paints.

c. No painting of any sort shall be done within seventy-two
hours of manning.

6. Previous:studies haverevealed many sources of coniamination
producedby the systems and materials involvedand'by the men. Examples
-of general'types of material -contaminant-sources are-

Surface coatings Elastomers in gaskets,
Plastic films sealants, and moldings

Wire insulation Silicones and organic
Thermal insulation lubricants and fluids
Cords of synthetic and Metallic-dust and oxides
natural fibers 'Castingcompounds

Molded and cast plastic Ozone emitting electronic
components or electrical equipment

Adhesives Tapes
Electronic encapsulation Reinforced and unreinforced
compounds plastic structural materials

Electrical insulation boards Papers

Inks

Many of these, when exposed to the atmosphere, lose solvents, plasticizers,
and unpolymerized materials by volatilization a.d, at some elevated tempera-
ture, all will oxidize and degrade in the atmdsphere. In a closed environment,
these gas-off products may accumulate to constitute a toxic hazard.

7. An additional hazard is represented by the physicochemical

dangers of flammable or explosive contaminants. Work in this field has been
done to determine the effects of elevated pressure and/or increased concen-
trations of oxygen and it has been found that th,:dangers are dramatically
increased under those conditions. It is therefore ( sential that materials known
to have any flammable or explosive properties be eliminated'insofar as possible.
Fire retardant materials have been found readily combustible under the high
pressure/high oxygen condition and those materials whose reaction under those
conditions is not known must be tested before introduction into the habitat.
Harmful effects under each of the conditions and for each of the types of.
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contamination previously discussed maybe assumed;in most cases, to be
related-both -to time of continuous exposure and'to the synergistic oraddi-
tive effect from certain 6mbinations of-contaminants.

7.. The following list encompasses materials with known deleterious
effects that can quite readily be excludedlfrom hyperbaric chambers:

Mercury
Substances containingresidual chlorinated hydrco-grbons
Arsine, stibine, and hydrogen producing batteries
•Radioictivekhazards
Organic materials-that are v6latileoreasily-decomposed
.(asopaint-sdlvent' thinners,adhesivesor-g lues)-

Tricresyl phosphate hydraulic fluids
Low. melting waxes
Impure'breathing gases (may contain aliphatic and olefinic
hydrocarbons)

Freon or butane propellants
Highly plasticized vinyl conpounds-
Aersol-bombs (Freon),
,Cooking of-fats-andrgreases (acrolun)

B. The following materials should be avoided where pbssible, but

since they-cannothinall cases be avoided, they, shall be the subject of a
request for-appoval from the Officer in Charge, Deep Submergence Systems
Projett'Technical Office. In addition to identification of the materials,
statementof its.toxic characteristics, listing of its side effects, and statement
of whylt must be used, theiequest shduld also indludethe results of tests
which establish howthe material may be treated to'render it less harmful
or inert. Examples of such iprocesses are: advance application to allow
termination of toxic gas release prior to personnel occupancy, aging in
elevated temperatures to drive off toxic gases, and so forth. In addition, the
results of tests involving exposure of the material at elevated temperatures
as well as actual burning, showing the toxic products driven off by thermal
decomposition or combustion, shall be.included.

Aldehyde producing materials (as certain phenolformaldehyde
resins)

Aliphatic-aromatic hydrocarbon, producing paints, thinners and
other materials

Glycol producing paints (in general, water-based methacrylate
or polyvinyl acetate paints are better than oil-modified alkyds,
phenolics or vinyl lacquers)

4
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Methanol produced from duplicating process paper
Ammonia produced from reproduction paper (asblueprints)
Phosphorous compouris from lubricants
Carbon disulfide producing foam rubbers
Sulphur producing lubricaits
Organic compound-bound insulating materiali (as glass
wool and asbestos)

All equipment under categories listed previously as general-
types of material sources of contamination

All flammables; such as wood, cloth, paper, and rubber
All heit or spark producing equipment; such as motors, TV
cameras, switches, instruments, and wiring.

9. All equivient which, because of inherent voidspaces presents
a potential hazard from explosion or implosion; unless the voids may be
eliminated, adequately vented to the surrounding atmosphere, or sealed to
withstand effects of the pressure, and/or to eiminate leakage of gases to or
from the voids.

10. To these categories of materials which are toxic or otherwise
hazardous to some degree and which must, therefore, be excluded entirely or
avoided insofar as possible, should be added certain materials which might
prove objectionable in the closed chamber environment because of objectional
odor. Certain Teflon tubing has been found to fall in this category.

11. In addition to allowing sufficient time for curing and off-gassing
of production materials prior to system use, any solvents used In cleaning must
-be removed. For example, oxygen systems cleaned with Freon-PCA-to remove
foreign matter must be carefully purged-with oil-free nitrogen and then
evacuated prior to use for breathing.

12. In order to minimize the possibility of toxic substances being
introduced into the atmosphere of SEALAB Ill, the following control pro-
cedures will be instituted:

a. Nothing shall be introduced into the habitat without prior
notice to the Atmosphere Control Officer who shall review the item for con-
taminants. All items of equipment, both professional and personal, shall be
reviewed and approved for stowage and use aboard the SEALAB Il l.

b. A carefuj log-of all items intended for use within SEALAB
III shall be maintained by the Atmosphere Control Officer.
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Appendix B

SEALAB Ill-AQUANAUT SAFETY CERTIFICATION PROGRAM
PROCEDURE 202C- UMBILICAL CORD AND DIVER'S ELECTRICAL

HARNESS -ASSEMBLY

(Provided by Deep Submergence Systems Project Office-
with minor editing)

UMBILICAL CORD AND DIVER'S ELECTRICAL HARNESS ASSEMBLY

"SEALAB III Procedure202 17 May 67
AQUANAUT SAFETY Revision A July 67

CERTIFICATION PROGRAM Revision B Oct 67

NORTHROP NORTRONICS Revision C 16 Feb 68

i
1.0 OBJECT OFTEST

To verify that the test specimens meet the electrical test-requirements
specified herein and are safe for use with the MK VIII Breathing
Apparatus. Tests in addition to those specified herein are required
to verify safety compliance at the component and system level
(Reference,2.1, 2.2, and2;9)w

2.0 REFERENCE DOCUMENTS

2.1 Umbilical Cord and-Fittings, Test Procedure 201A

.2.2 Diver's Electrical Harness, Test-Procedure 101A

2.3- Procurement Specification, EDU: RSC 7000, 3 March 1967,
Composite Life Support Umbilical

2.4 Snap-Tite Inc., Drawing 3847,Quick Disconnect Coupling

2.5 Electro Oceanics, Inc. Catalog SFC-3

2.6 MK VIII Component Cleaning Procedure 401A

2.7 M IL-STD-202C, Test Methods-for Electronic and Electrical
Component Parts

2.7.1 MIL-W-76B Wire and Cable, Hookup, Electrical, Insulated
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2.8 Material Certification Procedures and Criteria for-Manned,'Nbn-
Combatant Submersibles

29, System Acceptance TestProcedure 302A

3.0. TEST SPECIMEN

Subject 100% of the following specimens to the tests in this
.procedure

31 UMBILICAL CORD ASSEMBLY

1)- Samuel More andCompany Gas- Hose and-Electrical Cable

2) Electro Oceanics, Inc., Electrical Connectors; Part Nos.
51 B24F and 53B24M

3.2 DIVER'SELECTRICAL HARNESS

1) Terminal Block, QN 1264-1 (includes Multi-Breakout Connector,
Part No. 51B24F)

2) Connector to P0 2 Sensor, Part No. 52F4F

3) Connector to Diver's Light, Part No. 52E2F

4) Connector to Earphones, Part No. 51 F2F

5) Connector to-Microphones, Part No. 52F4F

6) Connector to Heater Pump, PartNo.51 E4F-LSN

7) Cable - Interconnecting Multi-Breakout Connector to
Diver's Equipment ConneCtors

4.0 TEST REQUIREMENTS ANDACCEPTANCECRITERIA

The equipment may be submitted for acceptance when the require-
ments spccifie-below-have been met. All discrepancies shall be
recorded and the Project Officer notified. Failed equipment shall be
identified and dispositioned by-the Project Officer or his designee.

4.1 DC RESISTANCE

When tested as specified in 6.2, there shall be no discontinuity
between contacts in Connector 51 B24F and corresponding contacts
in the appropriate harness connector. The DC resistance shall not
exceed the values calculated from Table B-1.
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EXAMPLE:

Sa) Length of umbilical cord = 300 feet

b) Heater pump supply wire consists of one (1) stranded
conductor size AWG-1 0

c) From Table B-1 the maximum resistance per 1,000 feet = 1.27

ohms

d) Therefore, the maximum resistance per 300 feet is:

1.27'Q
-R _ 300kx -= 0.381 ohm = 381 milliohmsmax 1,000 (

e) If more than one wire is used in parallel in ihe supply cable,
divide the resistance value shown in Table B-1 by the number of
wires and proceed with the calculation in (d).

(NOTE: Shield leads no. 20 gage shall show no more than 3 ohms
and8 ohms on the 200 and 600-foot umbilicals, (C)
respectively).

TABLE B-1

WIRE SIZE MAXIMUM RESISTANCE AT 200 c* C)
(OHMS/I,000 feet)

AWG no. 20 13.12

AWG no. 18- 7.89JAWG noo. 16 4.97

AWG no. 14 3.13

AWG no. 12 1.92

AWG no- 10 1.27

• Values taken from Reference 2.7.1, Table2, Page 4.

4.2 DIELECTRIC WITHSTANDING VOLTAGE

When tested as specified in 6.3, the umbilical and electrical harness
assemblies shall show no-evidence of breakdown or flashover between
any pair of contacts and between the copper rod and any contact.
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4.3 INSULATION RESISTANCE

When tested as specified in6.4, the insulation resistance shall be
greater than 100 megohms.

4.4 SHIELD CONNECTIONS

All-shields shall be connected as shown by correlation drawing
D80064"800-2654257..

5.0 TEST EQUIPMENT AND SETUP,

The test setup shall be photographed and prints'included with data-
sheets.

a. Dielectric Test instrument, Hermetronics MDL573 or

equivalent (DC Test: Equipmrit acceptable)

b. Copper Rod, aporoximately 6inches long, 1/8-inch-diameter

c. Megohmmeter, General Radio Company, Model-1862C or
equivalent

d. Milliohmmeter-Keithley Model 502 or equivalent

e. Dummy Receptacles and Cables to mate with connectors
on harness

6.0 SUGGESTED TEST-PROCEDURE

6.1 -CONDITIONS

Unless otherwise specified, examinations or tests shall'be performed
at room ambient conditions. (Procedure 6.3 of TP 10r shall be per-
formed prior to the following tests.)

6.2 DC RESISTANCE

Connectors shall be mated as shown in Figure B-1. DC resistance
measurements shall be performed between each contact in connector
51 B24F-and the corresponding contact in the-appropriate harness
connector. Continuity tests on shield pins 1, 2, and 3 shallbe made
from connector - 51 B24F to 51 B24M-1.
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f ive connectors

Figure B-i.--DC resistance test setup.

test setup cords

hi-pot test set fiecnetr

umbilical test,

cord nonconducting
container

umilca

harness

Figure B-2. Dielectric withstanding voltage test setup.
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6.3 DIELECTRIC W!THSTANDING VOLTAGE

Umbilical cord and electrical harness assemblies shall be installed in
the test setup shown in Figure B-2. The assemblies shall be placed
in a'suitablebath of conductive water. The water conductivity~shall
be assured by the addition of at least five percent sodium chloride by

weight. The dielectric test shall be performed in accordance with
MI L-STD-202C Method 301. A dielectric withstanding test voltage
of 1450 + 50 VDC shall be applied for 60 seconds between test (7)
points as shown in the-followirg-table.

Test Potential No. 1 Potential No. 2

1 All Pins in Connector Copper Rod in Water
51B24F

2 Pin 4 All Other Pins + :Rod
3 Pin 5 "

4 Pin.6 "

5 Pin 7 "

6 Pin 8
7 Pin 9
8 Pin 10
9 Pin 11

10 Pin 12
11 Pin 14
12 Pin 15
13 Pin 16
14 Pin 17
15 Pin 18
16 Pin 19
17 Pin 20 "

18 Pin 21
19 Pin 22
20 Pin 23

(Do not apply voltages between shield pins 1 to 2, 1 to 3, or 2 to 3.)

The test voltage shall be raised from zero to full voltage at a rate of
100 to 500 volts-per second. Leakage current shall be limited to (C)
0.1 milliampere.

CAUTION: TEST PERSONNEL SHOULD AVOID PHYSICAL
CONTACT OF THE HJ'3H POTENTIAL LEADS
WHEN APPLYING TEL i /OLTAGES.
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6.4 INSULATION RESISTANCE

-Insulation resistance of mated-connectors and interconnecting cables
shall be measured as specified in MI L-STD-202C Method 302, Test
Condition B. The resistance shall be measured between~each:of the
test points shown in-the table in Paragraph 6.3.

6.5- SHIELD.CONNECTIONS

Test-for the connection of the umbilical oxygen sensor lead shield to
pin i3 of Umbilical connector 51B24M1 bymeasuring capacity
between pin 13 and pins 9, 10,11, and 12. The exact value of
capacity, consisting-of measurement between specimens, need not be
determined, however, it should be noted as an indication of proper
internal connection.

Test for.continuity of the P0 2 shield in the electric harness between
pin.13 of connector 51 B24F and pin 1, of connector 52F4F.

Test for connection of the communication shields by measuring the
capacity between the following pins ii'hthe electric harness connector
51 B24F:

Pin 3 to 1

- Pin 3-to 2
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Appendix C

SEALAB ,Ill-AQUANAUT SAFETY CERTIFICATION PROGRAM
PROCEDURE 201A - UMBILICAL CORD AND FITTINGS

Northrop Nortronics - July 1967;

-(Provided by Deep Submergence Systems Project Office-unedited)

1.0 OBJECT OF TEST

TbVeeifythat the test specimens meet the proof pressure and.
operation requirements specified herein and-are safe for use in,
MKVI II Breathing Apparatus. Tests in addition to those specified
herein are required-to verify safety comp/.iance at-the assembly,and

system level (Reference 2.1, 2.2, and-27),

2.0 REFERENCE'DOCUMENTS

2.1 Assembly Test, Test Procedure 202A -

2.2 System Test, Test Procedure 301 A,

2.3 Procurement SpecificationEDU: RSC 7000, 3 March 1967,
Composite Life Support Umbilical

2A Snap-Tite Inc., Drawing 3847, Quick Disconnect Coupling

2.5 Electro Oceanics Company, Underwater Connectors, Catalog SFC-3

2.6 MK VIII Component Cleaning Prpcedure 401A

2.7 System Acceptance Test Procedure 302A

3.0 TEST SPECIMEN

Subject 100% of the following electrical cables and connectors, gas
hoses and male and female quick disconnect fittings to the tests in
this procedure.

a. Samuel Moore Company, Gas Hose and Electrical Cable, gas
hose end fitting 1/4" NPT

b. Snap-Tite Inc., Quick Disconnect Coupling, Part No. 3847

c. Electro Oceanics Company, Electrical Connectors, Part No.
51B24F and 51B24M
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4.0 TEST REQUIREMENTS AND ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA

The equipment may be submitted for acceptance when the
requirements specified below have been met. All discrepancies-
shall be recorded~and the Project Officer notified. Failed equip-
ment shall be identified and dispositioned by the Project Officer
or his designee.

4.1 EXAMINATION

Whenexamined as specified in 6.2.1, connectors, fittings, gas tubing
and electrical cables shall meet the design andzdimensional require-
ments of the applicable drawing Or specification. There shall be no
evidence.of poor molding or fabrication; damaged, loose, or improperly
assembled connector contacts;, peeling or chipping of the plating and
finish; nicks and burrs to metal surfaces.

-4.2 PROOF PRESSURE

When tested as specified in 6.3, the specimens shall show no evidence
of'damage.or permanent deformation. There shall be no evidence of
gas'leakage.

4.3 OPERATION - QUICK DISCONNECT

When tested as specified in 6.4, the quick disconnect couplings shall
engage and disengage with relative ease andwithout jamming. There
shall be no evidence-of damage.

4.4 OPERATION - ELECTRICAL CONNECTORS

When tested as specified in 6.5, connectors shall engage and disengage
with relativeease and without jamming. Connectors shall be examined
for damage caused during test, such as deformed pins, galled plating
on pins, damage around socket entry, etc.

5.0 TEST SET-UP AND EQUIPMENT

All test set-ups shall be photographed and prints included with data
sheets.

5.1 TEST SET-UP

Figure C-ic shows the test set-up configuration.
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Immersion Test Set-up
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5.2 7TEST EQUIPMENT
The following equipment will be required to perform the tests in

this procedure.

a. One-fourth inch female NPT swivel fitting

b. One-fourth inch female NPT high pressure cap

c. Immersion tank

d. High pressure gas supply

e. Regulator

f. Shut-off valve

g. 3000 psig gage

6.0 SUGGESTED TEST PROCEDURE

6.1 CONDITIONS

Unless otherwise specified, examinations or tests shall be performed
at room ambient conditions.

6.2 EXAMINATION AND CLEANING

6.2.1 Examination

Examine-the gas couplings, electrical connectors, hoses and cables,
and piece parts to ensure conformance with the applicable drawing
for materials design and construction, identification, finish and
workmanship.

6.2.2 Cleaning

Clean the hoses and fittings and test plumbing in accordance with the
MK VIII Component Cleaning Procedure 401. Clean the connectors
by washing with clean alcohol and scrubbing parts with a small bristle
brush. Blow excess alcohol dry with dry air. Caution: Keep open
flames away during cleaning.

6.3 PROOF PRESSURE

Subject all the umbilical hoses and quick disconnect fittings to be used
for SEALAB III operations to the proof tests of Paragraphs 6.3.1 and
6.3.2. If no bubbles are observed and no pressure decay occurs during
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the 15 minute holdirig period, the hoses and fittings will be

considered leakproof and safe for use in SEALAB Ill operations.

6.3.1 Engaged

a. Couple the coupler aind nipple halves of the quick disconnect
to the umbilical cord; as shown by Figure C-1a.

b. Set up the specimens for test, as shown by Figure C-1c. Keep
the electrical connectors mated and protected from tne water.

c. Pressurize the system to 3000 psig and leave the supply valve
open for five-minutes.to allow temperature stabilization.

d. Close the supply valve for 15minutes.

e. Observe the water surface for continuous stream of bubbles,
indicating leaks at the fittings.

f. Record the pressure in the system at the beginning and end of,
the 15 minute period.

g. Release the pressure.

6.3.2 Disengaged:

Remove the quick disconnect nipple, as shown by Figure C-lb,
immerse the uncoupled coupler, and repeat steps c through g of
Paragraph 6.3.1.

6.4 QUICK DISCONNECT OPERATIONAL TEST

Engage and disengage all quick disconnect couplings five successive
times with 600 psig on the umbilical hose. Wear gloves of the type
to be used with the MK VIII divingsystem during-the operation test
to simulate use conditions.

6.5 ELECTRICAL CONNECTOR OPERATION TEST

Engage and disengage all electrical connectors five successive times
while wearing diver's gloves of the type to be used during SEALAB III
operations.
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Appendix D

PERMEABILITY RATES OF CERTAIN GASES THROUGH
MEMBRANES OF CERTAIN POLYMERS

by

Samuel Moore and Company*

"When small molecules permeate through a polymer membrane, the
rate of permeation can be expressed by parameters which may be characteris-
tic of the polymer. The general concept of the ease with which a permeant
passes through a barrier is often referred to as "permeability." The coefficient,
P (permeability), has the dimensions:

p = (amount of permeant) (film thickness)
(area) (time) (pressure-drop across the film)

Tests were run using oxygen, nitrogen, carbon dioxide and helium at different
temperatures. The numbers quoted represent.the coefficient, P."

GAS MATERIAL 730 F 150OF

Sea Lab Urethane 0* 56.0
OXYGEN Sea Lab Nylon 0 9.0

Neoprene (as comparison) 23.0 190.0

Sea Lab Urethane 0 <1
NITROGEN Sea Lab Nylon 0 0

Neoprene (as comparison) 0 12.0

CARBON Sea Lab Urethane 270.0 495.0

DIOXIDE Sea Lab Nylon 0 0
Neoprene (as comparison) 380.0 700.0

Sea Lab Urethane 0 30.0
HELIUM Sea Lab Nylon 7.0 42.0

Neoprene (as comparison) 12.0 218.0

*0 = no measured permeability

*Provided by DSSP from a copy of a letter by Mr. C. C. Draucker, Samuel Moore and

Company, to Mr. Harry Rueter, DSSP, dated 20 March 1969-rearranged.
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